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. ·RADIO FREQUENCY ELECTRIC FIELD BREAKDOWN OF 

GASES IN PRESENCE OF TRANSVERSE MAGNET! C 

,· FIELD (LOW INTENSITY) • 

INTRODUCTION, 

The condition of breakdown of a-gas excited by 

hign fre~e~cy electric field depends mainly upon the 

factors such as the pressure of the gas; the dimension 

of the. discharge tube and frequency qf excitation .• The two 

dominant factors by which ele·etrons are. lost are diffusion 

and mobility and. if the gas is· an electron attaching one 

then by electron attachment aiso. It is found that when . . . 

the gas pressure is high so that electronic mean :tree path 

is much smaller than the dimension of the vessel, elect~ons 

are lost mainly by diffusion whereas·when the .mean free 
. e 

path is comparable to the dimension of the vess~l, the 

~· electron mobility is the chief loss process. 

The experimental values of the breakdown voltage, 

using microwave fields, are foUnd to be consistent with 

those calculated theoretically _taking t);:Le above electron ' 

removal processes into consideration. To test the limita-
' tiona o.f .the diffusion theory. when the .gas is subj.ected- to 

' ~ . ~ -
. / 

radio frequency electric ·field of~ few MHz.~ some breakdown 
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·experiments have been performed in this laboratory when 

the pressure of the gas was lna.intain~d in the range of 
' a few torr. The factors responsible for the loss of elect-

rons namely diffusion and mobility and also the gain ·of 

energy of electrons from the elec,tric field are affected 

by the pres~nce ·of magnetic field~ It is. worthwhile to. 

see whether the above breakdown. conditions are valid in 

.. case where a magnetic field, transverse to the electric 

'field. is applied. 

The breakdown of a gas exci te.d by a radio fre

quency field in presence of magnetic field either longi

tudinal or transverse has been studied previously. Men

tion may be made of the work of T~wnsend and Gill (1938) 

who carried out experiments in air for two frequencies, 

viz. 48 MHz. ·and 30 MHz. and in the range of· pressure 

varying from a few m torr to 0.?4 ~orr. Lax et al· (1950) 
. . 

performed experiment on the breakdo~ voltage of a gas 

in a microwave fi~ld in presence of transverse magnetic 

field •. The f!1iS used was helium containing a small admix~ 
.I. . . 

ture of mercury vapour. Ferri_tte and Veronese ( 1955) per-

formed experiments for frequ:encie:_s ra.ngi:ng from 10 to 

.:;o MHz. in air,· the magnetic ~ield ranging from 0 to 600 

. g~us~. They used cylindrical ele_ctrodes an~ observed a 

lowring ~f breakdown potential. in ~esence of a ma.gltetic 

field.· The breakdown of air m.d nitrogen excited by radio· 
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frequency field of frequency between 7 to 100 MHz. and within 

the pressure range· of 10 to '300 m. t'orr in presence of trans-
' ~ 

verse magnetic field varying from 0 to 80 Gauss have. been 
•' 

studied by Sen and Ghosh ( 1963). Sen and Bbattacharjee ( 1969) 
. . 

performed similar . experiments on air, . hydrogen, oxygen and 
. . . . 

carbondioxide using radio :frequency . fleld of frequency 
. . . 

_17.6 MHz .• e.nd in transverse magnetic field va:eying from 

0 to 1.8 K~.Gauss. 

In the present paper, the effect of transverse 

magnetic field on breakdown potenti~ of gases, when excited 

, by _radio frequency electric field, in the pressure range of 

a.few torr has been studied in case of air, hydrogen and 
. . 

oxygen. ~ttempts have. been made to explain the results in-

corporating the possible effects of magnetic field on the 

different mechanie~ as are. postulated in the breakdown 

theory of gases~ 

·.EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT~ 

The method of measurement of breakdo"Wn v:ol tage was . . - . . - ' 

the same as was used previously ·by Sen and· ~osh ( 1963). The 
l .· 

gas was contained in· a cylinder o_f length o. 7 em. and ~adius 

2.0 em. and fitted w1 th tw:o external electrodes of radius 
' 

4~0 em. 'each-perpendicular to the length of the_cavi~y. The 

radio frequency voltage was supplied from~~ Colpitt oscillator, 

. I 
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.the frequency of which being. kept fixed at 6._2 MHz. The 

r.m.~. output voltage was measured by a V.T.V.M. *The 

pressure of the gas was measured with a mercury mano~eter. 

The discharge tube-was placed between the pole pieces of 

an electromagnet in such_a way that the lines o~ force 

being perpendicular to the discharge tube and the field 

was measured with a gaussmeter. 

Keeping the magnetic field at a constant value, 

the pressure of the gas was varied and breakdown voltage 

determined·for different values of gas pressure. The ex-
) 

periments were repeated and the ~esults were found to be 

reproducible~ 

Hydrogen was prepared by the electrolysis of a 

warm saturated solution of barium hydroxide taken in a 

hard glass U-tub_e-fitted with :nickel electrodes. The gas 

was passed over hot platinum gauge to burn any oxygen in 

it. The gas was· then dried by passing it tbrough caustic 

potash and finally through pure_redistilled phosphorous 

pentoxide. 

Qxygen was prepared by heating potassium permanga~ 

nate. The oxygen gas so formed was _washed with wa. ter _ end . 1 

dried by passing it through fused- calcium_ chloride, caustic 

p~tash and. finally through pure redistilled phosphorous . 

pentoxide. 
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Air was first washed with water. arid: then <Jried by 

p~s-sing. it through fused calcium cJlloride'~ cailstic potash 

and finally through pure redistilled phosphorous pentoxide. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION~ 

The radio frequency electrical breakdown potentials 

of hydrogen, oxygen and air. at different gas ~ressures were 

measured in presence of transverse magnetic fi«a1d. The varia• 

tion of breakdown voltage against pressure have been plotted 
• " I ' 

in Ffgs. 4.1-, 4.2 and 4.3 for.hydrogen, oxygen and air.res-
. . . . ' '. \ . 

pectivel~. The values of the magnetic field for which varia-
. ft~t~e been mc;;CISLt""et:L 

tion of breakdown voltage against pressureAare· 0,_ 3.50 and 

500 Gauss• / 

'J;t is found that in abs·ence of the magnetic field, 
' . ' 

the breakdown potential. attains a. minimum for all the .1i.hree 

g~es studied. The pressure· ~t which the breakdown vo~tage 
~ . 

beeomes minimum and minimum. breaktiown voltage are different 

tor Ctlfferent gases·. The general nature of the variation of 

"breakdown. voi tage with pressure remains unaltered under the 
' 

-application of the magnetic field for all the gases: stUdied. 
. . 

In presence of the magnetic . field, however, and ~t pressures 
-- . . . - • . ' , • - . . ., I . • . . 

where the collision frequencies are ei tber lower than or 
'~ . ' . . . 

comparable to the· electr9n cyclotron ':frequency, magnetic 

- field greatly reduces the breakdown voltage; ~ but at 
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pressures where· collision.frequencies are much higher than 
. . I 

the qyclotron- frequency, incre~e'- of breakdown voltages-
. . · I r' 

are observed. Also th~ pressure ~t Which the breakdown 
' 

voltage becomes minimum shifts towards lower values of· 

the pressure. 

--
In order to ascertain whic~ process is dominant 

_in .. electron removal under the· present experimental set up, 
' -

the ~oltowing points have.been considereda-

i) Accordtng to Francis .(1960), for the diffusion 

theory of breakdown to be '\1Blid, the dimension of· the dis-
\. r . • , 

I . . , 

charge ,tube must be small compared -with the wavelength of· 
! ' . 

the applied radio :frequency voltage. As the wavelength is 

approximately 48.4 meter·and the le~h of the discharge 

-tube is 0.7 em. and diameter 4.·o em., this_condit~on is 

satisfied. 

ii) The maximum mean fr~e path of the electrons 

in gas~s used here 1s less ·tban 0.2 em., a~ pressure of 

· f torr~ ~~ is given- by Townse~d (1947), which i~' much· 

smaller than the :I:ength and radius· of the .discharge tube. 

For higher pressure, the_ mean free path will- be st.ill. 

smaller. 
I 
' 
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ii~.) The collision frequency J)e. = v>(>/A-e 
'f>a.-ncl.cm '\>ebe.H~ a.'tlJ ?...e .U,e 

where v>(> is theAmean free path of electrons, is of 

the order. of 10~ collision/~ec. and is much greater than 

frequency (6.2 MHz.) of the applied radio frequency field 
p-re.ssure. o.f 

even at aA1 torr. 

iv) The amplitude of electron oscillation when 

·calculated from the equation (Francis, 1960) 

where Eo is the. peak value of the electric field and w 

is the frequency of the applied field, .is found to be 

less than 0~05 em. at pressure of 1 torr. The amplttude 

of oscillation will be still smaller at higher pressures. 

Under the above condi tiona it is thus apparent 

that the electrons make many oscillations of small ampli

tude because the motion is·restricted by collisions and the 

cloud of electrons appear st~tionary, spreading out only by 

diffusion. Hence the los~ due to drift can be neglected. _ 
\ 

New charged ·particles are formed due to ionizing collisions 

and the loss due to diffusion b only predominaJ~tes. 

The condition of breakdown of a gas is given 

by (Brown, 1956) 

.... 
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where -0i.. = ionization frequency of electrons , 

D = diffusion coefficient of electrons 

J\. =characteristic diffusion length. 

If y be the coefficient of mobility of electrons in the 

gas and 'E' be the effective applied field, then the ioni-

zation frequency is given by (Allis, 1956) 

• • • ( 4. 2) 

where /.... is the Townsend •,s first ionization coef'ficient 

and is given by Townsend's empirical equation a.s 

••• (4.3) 

where Ao and Bo are constants, characteristic of the 

gas and 'p' is the pressure of the gas. Combining eqns. 

(4.1),-(4.2) and (4.3) the breakdown condition-becomes 

A
0
Ep ( y/D) exp. ( - B

0
p/E) = ~ 

/\· 
••• {4.4') 

Allis ( 1956) has shown that when collision frequency is 
. 

independent of energy of electrons, the ratio 

D -?. = 

where u<\"'3 is the average energy of electrons. Writing uc<."~ 
\ 

in terms of electron temperature Te 

i':<Te 
e 
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where k = Boltzman's constant 

e = electronic charge~ 

A mathematical expression involving Te and E/p has been 

dedu oed by von Engel ( 1965) as 

••• ,(4.5) 

where 'L' is the mean free path of electron at a pressure 

of 1 torr and ?C is fraction of energy lost by electron 

per collision. Fo~ elastic collisions f.-.. is a constant, 

but it becomes a function of E/p when collisions are E in

elastic (von Engel, 1965). From eqns. (4.4) and (4.5) the 

breakdown condition becomes 

• • • (4.6) 

For a cylindrical cavity of length 'd' and radius 'r' 

the characteristic diffUsion length is given by 

_L ::=;. (-rr)2 
(2• 405\2. 

A?- :cr + '('J J 

Following Townsend (1947) it is assumed that L r;:::!-1/Ac 

If Eo exp. ( ~6?-t.) be the applied ~eld, the effective 

equivalent d~c. field 'E' is given by 

E'L = .E.! ~; 
'2- . 0; + c .. P-

• 
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which is :for the present experimental condition m comes 

= square of "r.m.s. value of applied high-

:frequency field as : :0e. >> co 

written as 

• Eqn. (4.6) can then be 

?. !:?- ih . . . . 
Aa ~ ~ . exp t Bel:>)= (-rr)'2+ (2:405)2 

0'47 E d.- . ~ ••• (4.7) 

The values of Ao and Bo for hydrogen, oxygen and air 

are obtained by fitting the' Townsend's empirical equation 

(4.3) to experimental values. of d../p . for diffe~ent E/p 

values, given in standard literature for the .range of E/p 

comparable with .the· present experimental range, which is 

the usual procedure. The·· calculated values are given in 

Table-4.1 with respective range of E/p in which they are 

valid 

TABLE-4.1 

---~-~---~--~---------~--------t ·A., Bo E/p ' E'mt:n P:.nin t p 'lTli.fi 
., 

Gas 'Ion ·:Pair Volt range , volt. from . ·from • 
' -1 . t . -1 t t 

volt . '. 
cm-1 ' eqn • obaerva-em em 

torr-1' t -1 • cm._1 (4.8) .· ' ' orr. . t tion 
• -1 t . 

t torr tO'r-1' 'torr~ • • • t 

------------------------~------
Air 

Hydrogen 

Oxygen 

8.2 222 

143 

. 200 

50-250 

50-250 

25-120* 

3.06 

4.00 

' ' . . 

'3.0+0,1 -
2 .a,:tO .1 

- .- - - - ._. - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - -·- ... - - -
* No experimental results available for wider range. 
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Eqn. (4.7) may be compared with the results of the 

present observations provided the value of )C is known. 

Non-availability of any experimen-tal values of % and 

i-ts variation with E/p makes the comparison difficult. 

However, if )G is assumed to be constant in the range 

of. E/p values of the present observation as an approxi

mation, then from eqn. (4.7) the pressure Pmin at which 

the breakdown potential will attain minimum value Emin 

can be obtained as 

··~ (4.8) 

Using the observed values of Emin' the values of pm.in 

are obtained from eqn. (4.8) and compared with the experi

mental values of Pmin in Table-4.1. The discripency in 

values of Pmin. between theoretical R~~ calculation 

and experimental results may be due to the assumption that 

:Q.as been treated as constant in deducing eqn. (4.8). Con-

sidering the gain of energy by electrons suffering inelas

tic collisions with the atoms in presence of magnetic field 

transverse to high frequency electric field and steady d.c. 

magnetic field H, Allis (1956) has shown that the effect of 

high frequency electric field in transfering the energy to 

the electrons can well be represented by an effective 
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given by 

. ?- _ E.?- ~ ( 0~ + Wr;_+ w{;) 
Beff- '2 :. [ :z_ fr \'2.][ ?- {i 

-De+~+ c..JbJ -D.,_+ (cu- G.Jb) J 
••• (4.9) 

where cob= .9!! is th~ electron cyclotron frequency. In m 

the present experiment ;:\:_ & wb are much grea.ter 

than w and hence eqn. {4.9) reduces to 

••• (4.10) 

where E = Eo /2
1/?.- is the r.m.e. value of the W.gh-frequency 

field. The concept of eqn·. (4"9) is useful when ~c is 

independent of ele9tron velocity because then this single 

function takes into' account the effect of frequency and mag

netic field on the energy of electron (Allis, 1956). For air, 

hydl;'O @:!n and oxygen is nearly independent of energy 

of electrons and only fUnction of gas pressure. The a.c. mobi

lity measurements of oxygen by Nielson and Bradbury (1937) gave 

the value of -))c_ = 3.5 x 109p for oxygen' and by Nielson 

(1936) and Riemann. (1944) yields .for air D~ = 4.3 x 109 p. 

From the experimental value of collision probability Brown 

(1959) obtained· the value of collision frequency for hydrogen 

and is equal to 4.8 x 109p. 
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It was shown by Lax et al. (1950) that the effect 

of magnetic field is equivaJ.ent to expanding the cavity in 

in all directions perpendicular 
' 

to the magnetic :fl.eld. As the breakdown measurements are 

made in a c,ylindrical cavity with the magnetic field trans

verse to t]1e axis, the effective diffusion length J\e 
> 

for the whole cavity is given by 

••• (4.11) 

where /\0 = (-;_)')_+ ~ ( ?-·~05)'2- and /\,~ = i c2-·~o5)?-
Replacing A by Ae and E by Eeff in eqn. (4.6) 

from eqn. (4.10) and (4.11)'respectively the breakdow.n 

condition in a transverse d.c. magnetic field becomes 

••• (4.12) 

where EH is the breakdown field in presence of the 

·magnetic fielde Eqn. (4.12) giVes the relation between 

breakdown field EH . , pressure • p' and the magnetic 
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·.~ field 'H', Comparing eqns. (4.7) and (4.12) for the same pressure 

'p'; the relation of the breakdown voltage with and without magne

tic field is 

••• 

Taking the experimental observed values of 'E' at different pre

·ssures, the ratio is plotted using eqn. (4.13) for H = 500 G and 
' . 

compared with some of the representative points of the observed 

ra~io (obtained from experimental breakdown potentials as given 

in Figs. 4.1, 4.2 & 4<» 3) for H.= 0 and H = 500 G and are shown 

in Figs. 4.4, 4.5 & 4.6 for oxygen air and hydrogen respecti.velye 
-

The representati~ points agree fairly well with eqn. (4.13) for 

all the three gases. 

From eqn. {4.12) the pressure Pmlr at which the break

down field Will be minimum {EH)min is given by 

' 2 ..y'2-
(_,;,~+W~t2 ~(; J\J,;?:Zo~)_ 
\. ~"t ~cl\ o -t- (-D;+CDG}1r 

••• (4.14) 

No simple expression can be obtained as J)c:... is a function 

of pressure. Ho~ver, some simplification is possible if 'r' 

is assumed very large so that .!\,.. ~ 0 when eqn. (4.14) 

reduces to 

••• {4.15) 
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, where "a" 
I 

is a constant given by = a p. 

Eqn. (4.15) shows th~t with increase. o~ magnetic 

~ield the pressure at which the breakdow.n.po~ential is 

minimum shi~ts towards lower pressure whi'ch ~s also enhan

ced by the .decrease. of (EH)min with increase. of. the mag

netic field~ Us.ing exp~rime!:ltai 'VB.~ues of· (EH)min the values 

of .PaM are calculated from equation (4.15) and compared 

with the experimentally obs~rved values in Table-4.2 for the 

fixed .values of the magnetic field. 

- ... --- -,- - - - - - - - - - - - -,---------------
(EH)min ' * H '· ' Pmv.r from Pm4 from 

Gas Gauss. V/cm. : eqn.(4.15) observation ' torr. torr. ---------------------- -- --- ------' 

350 '325 2.5 2.3 
Ai-r! 

500 320 2.0 2.0 

.. 

350 305 2.4 2o4 
Oxygen 

~ 500 295 1.4 2.1 

350 300 '3.9 3.0 
Hydrogen 

500 285 3.5 2.4 

-·- - - - .... - - - .... - - .... - - - - -- - - ...,_ - - -- - - - - - -
* Deviation± 0.1 torr. 
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CONCLUSION 

It can thus be concluded that the very high frequency 

breakdown ~heory, when modified for radio frequency, can exp

lain the present experimental results with fair amount of 

agreement. Present theory successfUlly accounted for the shift 

of pressure towards lower values corresponding to minimum break

down potential when magnetic field is "on" taking the assumption 

which is nearly valid for the pre sent experimental set UP• Also 

the change of breakdown potential with magnetic field in the 

pressure range of this investigation has been explained using 

the present theory. When :0._ is comparable to or lees than 

(.)b , the effect of reduction in electron loss by diffusion 

predominates over the effect of reduction in energy gain of the 

electrons from the applied field when magnetic field is "on" 

and as a result a decrease of breakdown potential is observed. 

But when ..;:," is much higher than G.Jb , the capability of 

the magnetic field in confining the electron within the dis

charge region decreases rapidly with increase of gas pressure 

and an increase of breakdown potential is observed when the 

magnetic field is "on". 

The quantitative discrepancy between theoretical and 

experimental observations may be attributed to the variation 

of '1-- w1 th E/p for inelastic collisions which has not been 

' 
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considered in the present theory .and also to the uncer

tainties i·n the . values of di.:t;feren t parameters used and 
. . . 

. some of the simplifying assumptions made. in the theore-
, :; '. 

·tical deduction. Hov.ever~. it can ·be concluded· tha.t the 
D - . 

present t)leory has e:x:pl~n~d -the .different results. with 

fair amount of Slccess. 

., 
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Electrical Brcakd~wn of Gases in External Magnetic 
.Field 

Tlie variations of breakdown potentials of dry air,· oxygen 
and hydrogen using rf electric field (6'2 MHz) have. been 
Sludied in the range. of gas pressure o·S-8 torr and also in 
the presence of uniform magnetic fields (350 G, 500 G). 
transverse to rf electric field. Tlhe theory of breakdown 
using high frequency electric field has been modifled for 

· crossed rf electric and steady magnetic fields to explain the 
results. 

The diffusion theory of electrical breakdown of 
gases is found to- be consistent with the experimental 
observations using the microwave electric fieHP To 
test. the. limitations. of the diffusion- theory. wlieil. the 
gas is subjected to radio frequency (rf) excitation of · 
a few MHz, some experiments have been performed 
in· this laboratory, the .press1,1re of the gas being 
maintained in the range of .a few torr ":_hen el~ctron 
diffusion is recognized as the dominant eiectron 
removal process. It is worthwhile to see whetHer Hie 
above breakdown condi"tions are valid in t~e case 
where a magnetic field; transverse to electric field, is 
applied, because the factors responsible for tlie: loss 
of'electrons, namely diffusion and also the gain of 
energy of electrons from the ~lectric field, are affected 
by the presen<;e of magnetic. ,field. The experimental 
arrangement was similar to that used previously by 
Sen and Bhattacharjee.2• The cy-lindi-1cal-vesser(.ie!Jgth · 
0·7 em, radius 2 em) containing the gas was fitted with 
two external electrodes (radius 4 em each), which are 
connected to oscillator output of frequency 6·2~MHz. 

Electrical breakdown potentials of dry air, oxygen 
and hydrogen at different gas pressures were measur
ed with uniform magnetic field (values 0, 350 and 
500 G) perpendicular to the axis of· the cylinder 
and the results are plotted in Fig. 1. ·n is ob'served 
that the breakdown potential becomes a minimum 
for all the three gases studied.at different pressures 
in the absence of magnetic field. Application of mag
netic fieU:l leaves the g~nenil nature of variation of 
the breakdown potential with pressure una'ltered. 
However;' at, pressure: where Vc ~ Wb. (v. the-coifision 
frequency, wb = electron cyclotron frequency) appli
cation of magnetic field highly reduces the break
down potential; but at pressures when v.~ wb the 
breakdowwpotential:is, raised: Also, tlie·pressure at 
which the breakdown· potential' becomes minimum 

shifts towards lower values when the magrietib field 
is· increased' for the gas·es' sfu{fred: 

The breakdown condition for high freque'n'Cy· 
electric field is given by1· 

vi/D = 1/A~ ... (!), 
where v1 = ionisation freq~ency of electrons D = 
electron diffusion coefficient A= characteristic diffu
sion Ien~th. 
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Fig. 1-Variation of breakdown voltage with pressure for 
different gases, hydrogen, oxygen. and: air [For: curve' 

I, H = 0 G; II, H = 350 G and III, H = 500 G) 



U~ing Townsends' empirical e(j_uation -for the £rst 
io~ization '<oefficient, v; can be expressed as3 

I 
v; = Ao- P p. E exp (- BoP/E) ... (2) 

where A0 and Bo are constants characteristic of the 
·gas. E is the applied effective de ·electric fiCid, P is 
the pressure of the gas and 11. is c: .. ..: mobility co
efficient of electrons in the gas. When "" is indepen
dent of energy of the ~lectrpns, the ratio D,;;, caLl be 
written as3- 5 

... (3) 

I where L=mean free path of electron -at I torr= 1/ Ao 
(Townsend5), i -. fraction of energy lost by electron 
per collision. If Ep exp ( jwt) be the ~pplied high 
frequency field, then it transfers the same power to 
the-electron- as- the-effective e-l uivale ... t de-- field. E 

: ' A. --

giv..:u by 

1 

i : - -
"'hich for the present experimental condition vc ~ w 

c~n be written as E ~ Epf2i'2 =rms value of applied· 
high"frequency field. The values 'of Ao and Bo for 
~ydrogen, _pxygen and air are obtained by fitting the 
'iow~'iend'~e:Qlpirjcal equation_to experimental values 
d.f first ionization coefficient given in standard litero.
t~re for the range of E/P comparable with the present· 
e~perimental range. The values are given in Table 1 

. with::the~tespective range of E/P in which they ~re 
~alid. Expr:es~ing A in terms of length d and radius 
rj of the tu~e, the breakdown condition becomes . 

(~ 0 P 2 X.I 12/0"47) exp (-Bo P/E)=(n/d)"+(2'405fr)2 · 

. I -- . . . . . .. (4) 
. ~onavailability of experimental values of X. and its 
.\Taria:tion with E/P makes the comparison between· 
~q:'-:(4>"_· lil)d. ~xperimental results difficult. If X is 
~suined constru1~ ··in the range of E/ P values of the 
p;resent observation as an iipproxima6on,. then from 
Eq. (4) the pressure PM itt which the breakdowi1 
pPtential will become 1i1inimum (EM) will be 

I . 

Usingtlw observed values of EM, the values of PM 
are obtained frpm the Eq. (5) (Table 1). The disc1:e~ 
plmcy in the' -v~lues of PM between theoretical cal
citlatiOJUtnd experimental results m,ay be due tq the 
z.ssumption that i lui.s been treated 'as 'constant in 
d~dueing Eq. (5). • , 

: In the presence of de magnetic field transverse to 
r(electric :tiel~; . the effeytive equivalent de -:fi~Jd is 

given by3 E (v~/v~ + ~~)112 and the characteristic 

difi:usion 1ength1 by 

/ 
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Fig. 2-Variation of E/Eil with pressure for hydrogen, oxygen 
and ~ir [-. -.-,,theo; Q, expt!] 
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Table 1-Values of Ao, Bo, E/P, EM and the Theoretical and 
Experimental Values of PM for the Gases Studied 

Gas. Ao B0 E/P EM PM PM 

Air 

Hydrogen 

Oxygen 

Ion pair/ V/cm range Vfcm from from 
em, torr torr Vjcm Eq. (5), Expt, 

torr torr torr 

8•2 222 50-250 340 

5·5 143 '50-250 · 31·5 
' 

7"4 200 25-120* 305 

3"06 3±0"1 

4 4±0"1 

3"05 2•8±0"1 

• No experimental result available for wider range. 

+ t (2"405/r)= = 1/.d! 

Combining Eqs. (1)-(3' and using the above two ex
pressions, the breakdown condition in the presence 
of magnetic field can be_ obtained. The ratio ofbreak
down potentials without and with the magnetic field 
is given by 

E/Eu = (v~/v~ + (J)!)1 / 2 [1 - 2 (E/Bo P) In f1/JJ.b] 

... (6) 
where En = breakdown potential in the presence of 
magnetic field. 

Taking the experimentally observed values of E 
at different pressures, the ratio is plotted using 
Eq. (6) for H = 500 G and compared with some of 
the representative points of the observed ratio 
(obtained from Fig. 1) for H = 0 and 500 G and 
are shown in Fig. 2. 1'he representative points agree 
fairly well with Eq. (6) for all the three gases (Fig. 2). 

' As vc is function of pressure, no simple expression 
in presence of magnetic field for pressure PnM at which 
the breakdown potential will be minimum EnM can 
be obtained. However if r is assumed very large then 

Table 2-Valuesof H, EHMandPnM (Theo. & Exptl) 

Gas H EuM PuM PuM 
Gauss Vfcm from (obs.),* 

Air 350 
500 

Oxygen 350 
500 

Hydrogen 350 
500 

* Deviation± 0"1 torr. 

325 
320 
305 
295 

'300 
285 

Eq. (7), torr torr 

2·5 2·3 
2 
2"4 
1"4 
3•9 
3"5 

2 
,2"4 
2"1 
3 
2"4 

.. (7) 

where a is a constant'given.by vc = a P 
Eq. (7) shows that with increase of magnetic field 
the pressure at which breakdown potential ]s mini
mum shifts· towards lower pressure which is also 
enhanced by the decrease pf EnM with increase of 
the magnetic field. Using experimental values of EnM, 
the values of PnM are calculated from Eq. (7) and 
compared with the experimentally observed values 
(Table 2) for fixed values of the magnetic field. It 
can thus be concluded that the very high frequency 
breakdown theory, when modified for rf breakdown 
and effeCts of magnetic field incorporated, can 
explain the present experimental results with a fair 
amount of agreement. The quantitative discrepancy 
between theoretical and experimental observations 
may be attributed to the variation of"/.. with .E/P for· 

/ inelastic collisions which has not been considered in · 
the present theory and also to the uncertainties in 
the values of different parameters used and some of 
the simplifying assumptions made in the theoretical 
deduction. 

The authors are indebted to Prof. S N Sen, Head, 
Physics Department, North Bengal University for his 
very helpful and constructive criticism throughout the 
course of this investigation. One of the authors (SPD) 
records his thanks to the North Bengal University 

. for providing the laboratory facilities. 
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B,., RADIO FREQUENCY ELECTRIC FIELD BREAKDOWN OF 

GASES IN PRESENCE OF TRANSVERSE MAGNETIC 

FIELD (HIGH INTENSITY). 

INTRODUCTION. 

The breakdown of a gas excited by a radio frequency 

voltage in the presence of a magnetic field, either longitu

dinal or transverse, has been studied previously. Menti·on 

may be made of the works of Lax et al ( 1950) ·and Ferri tti 

and Veronesi (1955). Lax et a1 (1950) performed experiments 

on the breakdown potential of a gas in a microwave ;field in 

the presence of a transverse magnetic field and obtained 

'breakdown curves for different values of the gas pressure. 

Ferritti and Veronesi (1955) performed experiments for fre

quencies ranging from 10 to 30 MHz. in air, with the magnetic 

field varying from 0 to 600 G. They used cylindrical electro-
-

des and observed a. lowering of the breakdown potenti a1 in 

the presence of a magnetic field. Brown (1956) has also 

discussed some of the microwave bre.akdown measurements in 

the presence of a magnetic £ield·. A good account of work on 

the influence of the magnetic :field on the primary ioniza..., 

tion coefficient and breakdown potential using the equiva

lent pressure concept of Blevin and Haydon ( 1958) bas been 

given by Grey Morgan ( 196 5) • 
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Sen and Ghosh ( 1963) ·,.working in the present labora

tory.;_ ob~ained the breakdown potential of some- molecular gases 
, . . I . , . . . . . ·.. . . . - , . 

usj,.ng -a radio frequency voltage of frequ~cy-7-10 lVIHz. ?4-th 

the gal:l! pressure g .varying from 10-300 m. torr •. in the. presence 

• 9f a transverse mag~etic ·field vary-ing from 0-80 G. _Bhatta-
, . ' --

char.jee and Das ( 1977) mea~ured the ·va.r:l.ati.on. of the. breakd6wn 
'\ I • • f ' 

I 

potential of gases with pressure in the ran~ of a few Torr. 

in a qvlindrical caVity placed ·1n a transverse magnetic field. 
I • • • ' • I 

.. ' 

Since there has. been li·ttle work reported on the 
.. . 

variation of radio frequency bre~dow.n potential with change 

in magnetic field over a wide nmge of magnetiQ -field values 
I ' 

fo~ molecular gases -~ it is propose-d to study -the variation 

·of radio- frequency_ ·brea.ltdown potential for molecular gases 
. . 

in a small cavity length in. the presence .of a continuously· 
'. . ,. . . 

variable magnetic field. Following,G~ey.Morgan.(1965)~ attempts 
- . '. . '. ' . . 

have been made to explain the results by modif.ying Townsend's 

first ionization coefficient using the equivalent-pr~ssure 
. ' 

. ··concept of Blevin and. Haydon ( 1958). However, the use of the 
\ . . . . . 

. -

eqUivalent pressur~ concept at high values of H/p is not free 

from criticism and so an atteniJ>t has been made to explain the 

experimental results by-analysing the motion-of electrons in 
. . , :· i • 

~ ...,.. 
an· E x H field configurati.on. 

.-:·' 

·' 

/ 
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·While studying the high frequency_ breakdown potential 

of gases in the presence ·of· a magnetic field in ,this laborat0ry, 

we have noticed that at some spec~fi c range of. gas pre'ssure and 
-, . 

intensi :ty of magnetic field'. ~he. 'discharge once' established can 

be extinguished either by increasing the electric•fie1d or by 
. . . -

decreasing the magnetic field • . A: s~mil~ observation w~s mad~ 

pre-Viously in a very -.low pressure discharge (Francis, 1960) 

where the pressure of the gas was about 10 m. torr and the 
l . 

magnetic field was below 100 G~ No explanation, either qua-

litative or quantitative, was· given for these observations. 

Grey Morgan (1965J has shown theoretically that, for 

a very low pressure discherge,the·discharge should go off when 
.. . -- . . . 

the c,yclotron diameter of an a~erag~,electron e~als the dimen

sion of the vessel • .He obtained a theoretical Ea:pression for 
' . . . 

the electric field intensities at· the extinction in plane 
' . . . . . . . /' 

' . 

electrodes. and coe.:xial cylindrical electrodes ~hen the mag-

netic field is transverse. to the .electric field. 

In the present set up, we have observed identical 

phenomena tor gas pressures· .and transverse magnetic field 
I ' • 

values such' that the electron mean fre_e path and cyclotron 

diameter are much smaller than the dimensions of the discharge 

vess~l. '.A detail study of the. phenome_na bas been undertaken 
. ' 

and we attempt to exp~ain the results both qualitatively and 

·quantitatively using the average motion of electrons in a 

transvers.e magnetic field. 
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The. 'Du~thod of measurement of breakdown voltag·_, was 
. -·-· 

the same . as that· used by ·Sen .. and- Ghosh ( 1963 ) .• , The dis charge 
. . . .. . . ' . . . 

caVity was~--rectSngul.ar (length.·o-$6 em., width 2.0 cm.·and 
. . . . . - - . - . . - . . 

height 2.-2 cm.J- and. was fitted with two external parallel 
. . . - . .. . . . . . ' . :. . . . . - ' 

plane electrodes·- perpendicuiar to the length,' th~ .d~s:t;ance 

· between theni being .1 .o em. for all_ the gases-- studied. The 

radio frequ_ency voltage was supplied,from a ,tuned-plate-tuned:... 
' . ' - . . . . . . '• - . 

~ 

grid. oscillatoro. Th~ _frequency.use.d to excite the disc~arge 

was 8.9 MHz. -a.:a:l_. the output of the :oscillator- could be varied-
'. : - - ~ ' .~ 

continuously from -~-5~0 V •. The r.~.s_. out~t voltage wa~· 

_measured with.a vacuum-tube_voltm~ter •. The pressure ot-the 
. ·. . . . . . - ~ 

gas was measured by a ~irani gauge vhich __ had previously 'been 
J •, :. • \ -- • ' - • • ' • ' 

calibrated by mean's of. a Me Lepd gauge. ~ The _unifo:rm mag:.. 
·\. : 

_netic :fi.eld· was s~pplied by an electromagnet, the line's of 

force being parallel to :·the he·ight ~of 'the vessel-. The :field-
. . 

strength was measured by _a_calibrated Hall probe. Keeping the 
. ' . : . . . . . ·. . . . - . 

pressure of the gas :at a constant -value,_ the ma·gneti c \field 
. . . . . . . . . ~-: ·, . - . . . ._ .' . . . ' 

w~s varied and breakdown volt~e · d_etermined .for v-arious 

values of the magnetic field s"tr.ength. The- experiments_-~re 
. . . . . . - ' . ' ~ ' ' . ~ . . . . . ' 

repeated ~d the results were found _to be. re'~r!lducib~~-. 
..... . - .. · ~. ~· 

I . 

. I 

\ . 
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PREPARATION·OF GASES. 

( 

Hydrogen was prepared .by the electrolysis, w.i~h 

. I . 

nick!Jl electrodes9 ~f. warm satur:3.ted ~arium hydroxide solu-

tion. The· ~s was passed· over ~ot .. platinum .gauge .. to burn 

airy oxygen in it. The gas .was .. then dried by passing it through 
. . . - -

caustic potash and ·finally through pure redistilled phospho

rous·pentoxide. 

Oxygen was prepared by heating po~assium permanganate. 

The oxygen.gas so f9r.med was washed With water and ·dried by 
' . . . . ' 

passing it tbrougJt fused c_alcium cl',lloride, caustic potash and 

finally through pure redistilled phosphorous pentoxide. 

Air was dried by passing it t'hrough fused· calcium 

· chlo;ride, caustic potash and finally through pure redistilled 
'· 

phosphorous pentoxide. 

RESULTS AND DISCUS:SION. 

The electric breakdo~ fields ·of gases-like ·dry air, 

hydrogen and oxygen. excited by· a radio frequ.ency field of . 

fixed freque~cy (8~9 MH~-.) have. been measured in the presence 
. ' 

of an external d-:c. magnetic fiel~. Keeping the pressure . of 

the gas ·and the magneti'c :fl.eld constant at- certain' values, 
. . I . • . . . . 

' I • • 

the radio frequency eiectric field is gradually increased 

until a glow appears in the discharge vessel; the value of the 

/ 

' 1 
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field at which this occurs is taken a:~ the breakdown fi'eld. 

T.he measureme,nts are repeated :tbr different steady values· 

of the. magnetic field and the variation of the breaBdo\~ 

~ield wi_th.magnetic field are rec9r~ed. Throughout the 

mea~rements, the press~e of·the·gas in the disc~arge 

vessel is kept constant9 The same procedure is· repeated for· 

air, hydrogen and oxygen and t~e -variation of breakdown 

fi-~;~ld with magnetic. field are plotted. - c1lrve · · A it) Figs • 
. - ' 

4. 7, 4.8 and 4.9 for air, hydrogen and oxyien respectively.' · 

For-all the three gases studied, it is found that 

the nature of variation of the breakdown field 'E' with the 

. magnetic field. 'H' is si'milar to the variation of the break

down. field with gas pressure· with . or without mSgn.etic field 

as Qbserved by the· earlier. workers. As 'H' is increased -

from zero value, 'E-'· decreases at first, 1eaches a .minimum 
. -

E 111 at .a magnetic field .value H'JJI · and then increases-· 

with increase of 'H' values.· The -\lB.lue of H'lrl at which 

the breakdown field be.comes minimum is dependent on th~ 

nature of the gas and is tabulated in Table-4.3. 

Observations 'made at high value of _'H', beyond t:X 
.-

the value at which 'E' is minimum,· indicate the presence 

of another breakdown field at·a much ·lower 'E' value a 
than given by curve 'A' for the same magnetic field. 

L 
. ·. 

·I 

f 
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A faint glow appears in the di~charge vessel, indicat_ing 

.the establ:ishment of a self-sustained discharge at a much 

lower potential t~ g~yen by curve 'A' for the correspon-

ding value of 'H'. This breakdown field is foi.md to inc-·· 

rease linearly as the magne~c field increases. The nature 

of variation of this breakdown field is same .fo.r all the 

t~ee gases- and ~s .. shown by ·curve 'B' .in _Figs:~. 4.7, 4·.a and· 

4.9. The slope of this linear variation is tabulated in 

Table-4.4. 

Keeping the magnett' c field- constant if the· electric 

field .is raised to a- value higher than 1;he value given by 

curves 'B', it is found that the fain~ glow•'disappeara, i:Qdi-
. ~ . . \ -~ ,..,. 

eating the extincti_on of the discharge. This._ extinction 

field is also found to increase linearly as ~h~ magnetic 

·field increases for all the three ga.Ses studi~ and are 

sho~ by curve •c• in figures 4.7, 4.8 and 4.~ •. However, if 

the applied. electric :field is· again. lowered .from a vSJ.ue 

between the curv~s 'A' .and 'c• ·to the corresponding value 

given·by cu.:ve !B'· at a cons~~t. 'H', the ~low.reap~ars. 

The slope of eurves 'C' are tabulated in Table-4.4. for all 

the three @3-Ses. . , 

Now if the value of· ·~· is raised from the ext,inc~ 

tion fl.eld to .the field'given by. curve 'A' .for the respective. 
I ,, 

'H' values, the self sustained discharge is again established. 

,. 
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This 1 discharge cannot be extinguished by.further raising the 

field, limited in the present case by the maximum avai.lable 

potential from the high frequency source. Instead the glow 

becomes more intense as t~e ·applied field is increased 

further; this increase in intensity can even be observed 

with the naked eye. 

. . . The phenomena of two breakdown· field with one 3::.!:·~~:-~~J. :.: ~-L ::.:·~ 

extinction field in between at high values of 'H' are fu. 

found to be absent at value of 'H' lower than- the magnetic 

field at which the breakdown field given by curve 'A' is 
' 

minimum. For such value·s of 'H', only one breakd.own . field, 

given by curves 'A', is observed for the three gl:!-ses inves-.. 
tigated. 

( j cut ) be the applied field the 

effective equivalent d.c. field 'E' is given by 

where Eo 

·<)__ 

'2- E;- ~c. 
b = -· <;2. '2-
. · '2- 0c.-t-W. ••• (4.16) 

is the peak value and ~c is the electron 

neutral collision frequency. Since in the present inves

tigation 0c is much greater than w , the frequency 

of the applied field, the r.m.s. value of the high frequency 

field will be treated as effective equivalent d.c. field. 
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Now the breakdown of a gas -in a cavity occurs when 

the loss of electrons to the side walls, mainly by electron 

diffusion, is compensated by the production of electrons by 

ionization due to collisions between electrons and neutral 

atoms and the breakdown condition excited by radio :frequency 
. . 

electric field can be written as (Brown, 1956) 

•••• 

where ~· L is the .ionization-frequency, 'D' is ·the isotro-. 

pic electron diffusion coefficient and J\ is the charac

teristic diffusion length given by 

~~. := lf?-[L-: -r [: +t;] 
where Lx L~ and L~ are the length, width and height 

respectively of the disch~ge vessel. 

The ionization .:tre quency oan be written as 

(Allis, 1956) 

••• (4.18) 

where .J-L is .the mobility coefficient of electrons and 

is Townsend's first ionization c ~fficient given by (von

Engel, 1965), 

where 'p' is the g1s pressure in Torr and Ao and B., 

~re two oonstants whose values are· given in s~andard texts 
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with their respective ranges ,of validity for various E/p 

valp.es. Hence from equation (4.18) the high frequency ioni

zation coefficient can be written as 

••• (4.19) 

Blevin and Haydon (1958) have shown that the 

presence of a magnetic field causes an i·ncrease in pressure 

in the transverse direction of the magnetic field. When~~ 

is independent of _the energy of the electron, which is & 

approximately true for the gases studied in the .present 

investigation {Brown, 1956), the equivalent pressure can 

be written as (Grey Morgan, 1965) 

where 'p' is the original gas pressure and (..)b ( = -e.H 
~ 

is the electron cyclotron frequency. The mtio D/;U

be written as (Allis, 1956) 

) 

can 

.... (4.21) 

where 'e' is the electronic charge,. Te is the elect

ron temperature and 'k' is the Boltzmann constant. A 

mathematical expression involving Te and E/p has been 
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deduced by von Engel (1965) and is given by 

••• 

where r = L/'X.. 1/~ , 'L' is the mean free path of electrons 

at a pressure of 1 Torr. ·and )G is the average energy lost 

by· an electron in one collision. Hence the breakdow.n condi

tion (4.17) in presence of magnetic field becomes 

••• (4.23) 

Equation (4.23) gives the variation of the breakdown field 

~ with applied magnetic field. 

The values o-f the constants Ao- and . B" are 

obtained from von Engel (1965) and are tabulated in Table-4.3. 

The value of jC is- found to vary with E/p (von Engel, 1965) 

for inelastic collisions between electrons and neutral atoms. 

However, no ·published work is found available, either theo

retical or experimental, concerning the variation of )L 
with E/p for values of E/p_ where inelast~c collisions 

F I V -1 T -1 predominate. or E p values less than a few em orr , 

when elastic collisions predominate, % was found to be 
. 1 . 

constant and is equal to 2mro- where 'm' and 'M' are the 

masses of electron and atom respectively. 
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Assuming that X is a constant independent of E/p, 

'r' is a constant. Then differentiating eqn. (4.23) with 

respect to H we.have, 

Since, 

where 0c...= rrt_ p , 'YL. 

d.Pe _ € i . 
cL H - ·rYWl.,. ~ Pe 

with this value of dpe 
c;LH 

.•• -. (4.24) 

being a constant we have'· 

and = 0, the magnetic 

field at which the breakdown field becomes minimum, E111 is 

glyeri by 

The values of 'T1_ for the three gases studied have been 

obtained from Brown {1956) and are tabulated in Table-4.3. 

Taking the experimental values o:f E'TTl , the values of H'l'l1 

are calculated and compared with the observed Hrm in 

Table-4.3. 

In presence of a magnetic field in the z-di;rection, 

all velocity components of the charged particles will remain 

unchanged and hence the coefficient of diffusion in that 
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direction remains same. But the charged particles moving 

in.the x- and y- directions are accelerated in.the y- and 

x-directions respectively and' describe arc of a circle un

til de·:Q.ected by col.lisi.on. Hence the charged particles 

proceed along x- and y-di:rections at a slower rate than in 

abse·nce of magnetic field· which corresponds to decrease in 

diffusion coefficient.' Thus the diffUsion of electrons is 

anisotropic in the presence of a magnetic field and .the 

diffusion coefficients are given in cartesian co-ordinate 

system as (Allis, 1956) 

and 

Hence Dx...= D~-

where Dx. , D~ , and DB' are the diffusion coefficients 

for diffUsion of electrons along-the x-, y-, and z- direc-

tiona respectively and <v2> is the average of the 

square of random velocity of the electrons. 

With anisotropic di'ffusio·n terms, the breakdown 

condition (4~16) becomes (Allis, 1956) 

••• 
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In presence of a steady d.c. magnetic'field trans

verse to the bigh frequency electric field, Allis (1956), 

considering the gain of energy by electrons suffering in-
/" 

elastic collisions with the atoms, have shown that the 

effect of high frequency .electric ;field in transfer~ng the 

energy to the electrons can well be represented by e~va

lent d.c. field given by 

')... (_\.2 ')_ ?.) 
E '2.::::. s?-. .;).,_ ~" + G.J + cub 

e ~ ~~ + ( ~- + (i)02
] [ -D~ + (co- GJ·J-] 

since c.u is much smaller than -0"'- and wb of electrons 

even for a magnetic field strength of a few gauss we have 

' ••• ( 4. 27) 

'E' being the r.m.s. value of the high frequency field. 

Using this equivalent field ext>ression, Townsend's first 

ionizatiqn coefficient is.modified in the presence of mag-

netic field as 

••• (4.28) 

Also 

.... 
where '0x.. is the electron drift velocity along the field 

dire cti.on and is given by 
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••• (4.30) 

von Engel (1965) obtained the relation between random velo

cit.y and the drift velocity of the electrons along the 

applied field as 

••• (4.31) 

Hence 

••• ( 4.32) 

Putting · I u and E e 
C\..., x_ 

from eqns. (4.28), (4.30) and (4.27) 

respectively in eqn. (4.32) we·have, 

••• (4.33) 

Hence the breakdown condition (4.26) can be written as 

.... 
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Differentiating both side of eqn. (4.34) with respect of 'H' 
I 

. and assuming rx.. as a constant, independent of 'E•, we have, 

with *' 0 ~p = at the minimum_breakdow.n voltage, 

which becomes using eqn. (4.34) 

from which the condition at which the breakdown field becomes 

minimum can be obtained as 

( Ct)~)-1 1!-9. 1-'21 
1 + ?J;- Lt-.;)(.+ 1-r.:~ J • • • ( 4.35) 

The solution of this equation for Hrrn cannot be 

performed in the usual way a~d hence a transcendental solu

tion of the equation has been obtained with the experimental 

values of Em • The values of H'lll obtained for the three 

gases are tab~lated in Table-4.3. 
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TABLE-4.3 -. 
. -· 

~-----~~----~---~--~---- --·-·----'. t 
-·E. . ' H 

m~ . ., 'ITl ' A. ' B · '' . 0 0 
• ' . Vi. ' p 

_Gas • . ' . . • t 
'Volts ·Torr Expt.. t £rom from_ _ Expt ~ 

. ' ' . 'V cm-1 ,eqn. . ·,. eqn. ' K,Gauss. 
t - t ., . ,(4.25) ·' (4.35)' 

. ' : •· . , " ··, _ · ,K.Ga1lss -It. Gauss 
---~------~--~---------~---~--~--~-
Air: 15 365 4.3 15.0 .. 0.25 275 0.36 0.43 0,56 

Oxygen 13 230 3 .• 5- -12.2 0.30 345 ·. ·'0.58 0,64 0.94 . 
Hydrogen 5.4 139 5.93 15.4 0.50 . 190 0,88 1.10 0,46 

--- ~- -~~ --.~---- ~ ~ ~ .-- ~ ~.- -. ~ .- ~ !-- ~ ~ ~---------

_ When. the applied electric field ~s much smaller than t~. 

indicated by eqns. (4.23) e.nd (4.34),. and if the magnetic field is 
, f ·, l • r 

such that · C0~-D~ 2 ~ 1, then high increase of equi vaient pre-
~ \. .}. 

ssure 'will:- increase the number of electr.on-n:eutral coll!sions 

~d presence of much lower electr~c field -will ._decrease the 

magnj-~e of average velocity of_electrons. Also in low apP

lie·cJ. electric field, a much smaller number of electrons will be 
· produce.d by collisions with neutrals. -Since t~e electro~ -diffu

sion coefficients are 
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so' from the above argument i't can be assumed that there. is 

practically no loss of electrons to the side walls due to 

diffusion. Most of the electrons will remain confined in 

the ca~ty and the centre of the cyclotron orbit of the 

.electron, executing and elliptical motion at the frequency 

of the applied field,will receive energy from the applied 

field being in phase with the field. The collisions will 

interrupt this motion and cause excitation and/or ioniza

tion of the neutral atom. If the average energy received by 

the electron during one period of the applied field becomes 

just sufficient to ionize an atom, then after every p~riod 

of the applied field, a fresh pair of electrons will start 

to receive energy from the field a.p.d· multiply them causing 

the establishment of a self sustained discharge. 

The average drift velocity components of the elect-
....)- -,)-

ron in E x H field configuration are (Uman,1964) 

1J. = 0 
~ ' 

where length, breadth and height ·are taken along x-, y-, 

and z- directiions respectively~ Hence for the breakdown 

field _given by curve 'B' we get, 

••• 
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where T = 2lT/cv and V.;_ =ionization potential, cu being· 

the frequency of the appl~e~ electric field. Assuming c,)~~2~ 1, 

the breakdown field for curve 'B' can be written as 

The E vs. H curve from eqn. (4.37) will have slope 

given by 

when· all the . quanti ties are gi. ven in e_.m. u. Since all the 

quantities are known, so the slope is calculated for all 

the three gases and compared with experimentally observed 

slope of curve 'B' in Table-4.4. 

As the electric field in~ensity is increased in 

this active discharge so developed, the energy supplied per 

unit time to the plasma by the external source is _eE;l?_,c.. 

and if we assume that almost all of this energy goes to 

io~zation, then approximately the supply of energy creates 

per unit time 'n' number of new electrons given by 

e~v · 
Yl - X. 

- e.Vi_ 

But the motion along y- · direction causes elect-

rons to move 8Nay from the main plasma column. An average · 
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displacement of L..Y /2 causes an electron to be lost per

manently in the side wall and will fail to contribute any-
' thing to the discharge current. The number of electrons 

that will .run-away from the main stream of discharge current 

per unit time~on the average,is given by 

tYI ' - 2 u.'1 
II - L; 

j 

If the number of new electrons n are not lost to t~ 

the side walls, by the drift motion along y- direction as 

mentioned above·, then the electron density will grow causing 

a density gra.di ent. This will in turn allow electrons to be 

lost by diffusion when the maintainance of discharge will 

be a balance between diffusion loss and production of the 

electrons by collisions and the required voltage is given by 

curves A. So the discharge will. go off as tlle acting applied 

field is much lower than that ·ne~essary for sustaining the 

discharge. Hence the condition for extinction can be written 

as 

n > n'' i.e. eE<tJ:>C ~ ')_\)~ 

e.Vi 7 L.~ 

or E ~ '2-vl c.u b 

(4 .. 38) 
?" L~:0c::.. ••• 

Assuming c.o;~2. >> 1. From eqn. (4.38) the slope of E vs. 
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H curve is 

r;_Vi._ (e/rm) x 10'2. 
L~ ~c: 

when all the quantities are measured in e.m.u. The slope 

is calculated f'or the three gases md compared with ex

perimentally observed slmpe of' curve C in Table-4.4. 

XA,BLE-4.,4 

f = 8.9 MHz. L3 = 2.0 em. 

------~----------------

Gas t Vi. ' 'Yf. ')(. , 'P 

, Volts , 10- 9 , "ror..y> 

E/H (curve B) ' E/H (Curve C) 

V -1 -1 
' em gauss ' -.-- ~~- -- ...---~ _,. ----
' The ore-' Expe- ' . Th.eo- ' Experi-

tical rimen- reti- mental. 
' from ' tal ' cal 

' 
, eqn. , from , 

' (4e37) ' eqn. t 

' 1-- _ ... ___ _ _ ..! ___ ._ _ _ _ '- ___ 'l4..3.13L ___ _ 

Air 

Oxygen 

Hydrogen 

12~~ . 3.5 1 0.30 

15.4 5. 93 0. 50 

0.149 0.136 0.251 . 0.227 

0.136 0.135 0.209 0.218 

0.092 0.107 0$0934 0.137 

---------------------------------~ 

CONCLUSION 

There is discrepancy in magnitude between· experi

mental and the theoretical values of Hm . obtained either 

from relation (4.25) or from (4.35) for all the three gases. 

However, agreement i·s better between experimental and theo-
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retical val.ues given by (4.3.5) for air ~nd ·~iygen gas; 

but for hydrogen the ·relation (4.25) give~ value of Hm- . 
' . ~ ' ' ') 

which is in better agreement. with e~perimental -val.u~. _ 
• • ~ -- • • <. 

The ·variation: of- the value,·-~ . ~-th -the energy 

of the electrons and henc·e with E)p, i,~ored in the pre

sent theoretical disc~ssion~, and also 'the uncertainty in 
.· 

,the accepted values .of . Ao· and· -B.,_. for the range of E/p. 

values of the pre sent experiment may be some· of the reasons 
. . . ' ' - . 

. r . . 

for the deviations. between experimental and theore.tical 
. -· 

. values. of Hm . ._ T)?.e· range of' "Value.s of _ E/p- ··for- the 

validity ot the values. ta.ken·for. A., and 
0 

B., in Table-4~.3. 
. - " . . . ·-

are mu~h smalier tba.n the present experimental _ E/p v~lues, 

·specially for oxygen, which- ·are _;tot available and obtained 

by comparing Townsend's empericai· relation 

~- " ., h 'r .:BJ? I 
'p = Mo e:J_C.I- (: 8 } __ 

with the available experimental. variation of oL/p with E/p 
\ - . -· 

· for. t·he ~maxi~ E/p value equal . to 50 V /em. torr. (Brown, 

1959)'. Howe~~r, e~stance of a minimum breakdown field in 

equations (4.23) and (4;34) ·indicates qualitative agree-

ment _of ~he theories with the exp.erimental results. If the. 

, vaJ.ue s o.f _ Ao and B., for the present range of E(p values 
·.~ ... . . 

and t~e exact functional depende~ce of -~ on E/p _in pre~ 
sence of niagneti'c field ·be available,. then!_ both the equa-

•, 
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tiona (4.23) and (4.34) are expected to give better quan-
. I 

titative agreement with the e~perimentally observed varia-

tion of breakdown field with magnetic field (curves A). 

There is good agreement in slope between curve B 

and eqn. (4.37) and breakdown curves e and equation" (4.38) 

The small amount of discrepancy observed between theoretical 

and experimental values of the slopes may be due to some 

sympli fying assumptions that have been made to obtain the 

equations (4.37) and (4.38) and also uncertainties in the 
. \ 

energy independent values of -0c. • Equations (4.37) and 

(4.38) indicate that even when gas pressure is ·such that 

neither mean free path nor the cyclotron diameter of 

electron is comparable to the dimensions of the discharge 

cavity then also the discharge once started can be extin

guished either by incre~sing the electric field keeping 

magnetic field constant or increasing the magnetic field 

keeping electric field constant provided the condition 

c.:>~~:?->> r is satisfied. The success ·of the equation 

(4.37) and (4.38) in explaining quantitatively the experi

mental observations of curves B and ·c justifies the 

proposed mechanism operative in the discharge for small 
'2 -2 intensity of electric field when cub:0!: >>i. 
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Abstract. The variation of radiofrequency (8.9 MHz) electric field breakdown of gases like 
air, hydrogen and oxygen is obtained, for gas pressures of0.25, 0.5 and 0.3 Torr respectively, 
in the presence of a steady external uniform magnetic field varying from zero to 3 kG, the 
magnetic field being transverse to the electric field direction. For each gas a minimum value 
of the breakdown field is found at a certain value of the magnetic field, both values being 

. different for each of the three gases. In addition, in a strong magnetic field when the electron 
cyclotron frequency is much higher than the electron-neutral collision frequency, both being 
much higher than the frequency of the applied field, a second breakdown field of much lower 
magnitude was found. The discharge once established at this lower field can be extinguished 

" by increasing the electric field. The second breakdown field <~nd the extinction field are both 
found to be linearly increasing functions of the applied strong magnetic field. 

The theory of high-frequency electric field breakdown is modified by taking the 'equiv
alent pressure concept' of Belvin and Haydon in the presence of a magnetic field and an 

, expression for the magnetic field at which the breakdown field becomes minimum is obtained 
an<;! compared with experimental observations. An attempt is also made to explain the 
experimental observations by analysing the motion of electrons in an E x H field configur
ation without using the equivalent pressure concept. · 

By considering the average motion of the electrons in very strong magnetic field, trans
verse to an electric field of small magnitude, linear relations are obtained betw~en the second 
breakdown field and the corresponding magnetic field and also between the extinction field 
and the magnetic field. The theoretical slopes of these linear equations compare well with 
the experimental observations. 

1. Introduction 

The breakdown of a gas excited by a radiofrequency voltage in the presence of a magnetic 
field, either longitudinal or transverse, has been studied previously. Mention may be 
made of the works of Lax eta/ (1950) and Ferritti and Veronesi (1955). Lax et al (1950) 
performed experiments on the breakdown potential of a gas·in a microwave field in the 
presence of a transverse magnetic field and obtained breakdown curves for different 
values of the gas pressure. Ferritti and Veronesi (1955) performed experiments for 
frequencies ranging from 10 to 30 MHz in air; with the magnetic field varying from 0 to 
600 G. They used cylindrical electrodes and observed a lowering of the breakdown 
potential in the presence of a magnetic field. Brown (1956) has also discussed some of 
the microwave breakdown measurements in the presence of a magnetic field. A good 

0022-3727/82/050795 + 10 $02.00 © 1982 The Institute of Physics 795 
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account of work on the influence of the magnetic field on the primary ionisation coeffi
cient and breakdown. potential·using the equivalent pressure concept of Blevin and 
Haydon (1958) has been given by Grey Morgan (1965). 

Sen and Ghosh (1963), working in the present laboratory, obtained the breakdown 
potential of some molecular gases using a RF voltage of frequency 7-10 MHz with the 
gas pressure varying from 10-300 mTorr in the presence of a transverse magnetic field 
varying from 0-80 G. Bhattacharjee and Das (1977) measured the variation of the 
breakdown potential of gases with pressure in the range of a few Torr in a cylindrical 
cavity placed in a transverse magnetic field. ,' 

Since there has been little work reported on the' variation of RF breakdown potential 
with change in magnetic field a,ver a wide range of magnetic field values, it is proposed 
to study the variation of RF breakdown potential for molecular gases in a small cavity 
length in the presence of a continuously variable magnetic field. Following Grey Morgan 
(1965), attempts have been made to explain the results by modifying Townsend's first 
ionisation coefficient using the equivalent pressure concept of Blevin and Haydon 
(1958). However, the use of the equivalent pressure concept a thigh values ofH/Pis not 
free from criticism and so an attempt has been made to explain the experimental results 
by analysing the motion of electrons in an E x H field configuration. 

While studying the high-frequency breakdown potential of gases in the presence of 
a magnetic field in this laboratory, we have noticed that at some specific range of gas 
pressure and intensity of magnetic field; the discharge once established can be extin
guished either by increasing the electric field or by decreasing the magnetic field. A 
similar observation was made prevjously in a very low-pressure discharge (Francis 1960) 
where the pressure of the gas was about w-s Torr and the magnetic field was below 
100 G. No explanation, either qualitative or quantitative,. was given for these 
observations. 

Grey Morgan (1965) has shown theoretically that, for a very low-pressure discharge, 
the discharge should go off when the cyclotron diameter of an average electron equals 
the dimension of the vessel. He obtained a theoretical expression for the electric field 
intensities at the extinction in plane electrodes and coaxial cylindrical electrodes when 
the magnetic: field is transverse to the electric field. 

In the present set-up, we have observed identical phenomena for gas pressures and 
transverse magnetic field values such that the electron mean free path and cyclotron 
diameter are much smaller than the dimensions of the discharge vessel. A detailed study 
of the phenomena has been undertaken and we attempt to explain the results both 
qualitatively and quantitatively using the average motion of electrons in a transverse 
magnetic field. 

2. Experimental arrangement 

The method of measurement of breakdown voltage was.the same as that used by Sen 
and Ghosh (1963). The discharge cavity was rectangular (length 0.6 em, width 2.0 em 
and height 2.2 em) an~ was fitted .with two external parallel plane electrodes perpen
dicular to the length, the distance between them being 1.0 em for all the gases studied. 
The radiofrequency "oltage was supplied from a tuned-plate-tuned-grid oscillator. The 
frequency used to--excite the di_scharge was 8.9 MHz and the output of the oscillator 
could be varied continuously from 0-500 V. The RMS output voltage was measured with 
a vacuum-tube voltmeter. The pressure of the gas was measured by a Piranigauge which 
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had previously been calibrated by means of a McLeod gauge. The uniform magnetic 
field was supplied by an electromagnet, the lines of force being parallel to the height of 
the vessel. The field strength was measured by a calibrated Hall probe. Keeping the 
pressure of the gas at a constant value, the magnetic field was varied and breakdown 
voitage determined for various values of the magnetic field strength. The experiments 
were repeated and the results were found to be reproducible. 

3. Preparation of gases 

Hydrogen was prepared by the electrolysis, with nickel electrodes, of warm saturated 
barium hydroxide solution. The gas was passed over hot platinum gauze to burn any 
oxygen in it. The gas was then dried by passing it through caustic potash and finally 
through pure redistilled phosphorus pentoxide. 
. Oxygen was px;epared by heating potassium permanganate. The oxygen gas so 

formed was washed with water and dried by passing it through fused calcium chloride, 
caustic potash and finally through pure redistilled phosphorus pentoxide. 

Air was dried by passing it through fused calcium chloride, caustic potash and finally 
through pure redistilled phosphorus pentoxide. 

4. Results and discussion 

The electric breakdown fields (BF) of gases like dry air, hydrogen and oxygen, excited 
by a radiofrequency field of fixed frequency' have -been measured in the presence of an 
external DC magnetic field. Keeping the magnetic field.constant at a certain value, the 
RF electric field is gradually raised, until a'glow appears in the discharge ve~sel; the value 
of field at whiGh this occurs is taken. as the breakdQwn field. these measurements were 
repeated for different steady. values of the magnetic field and the variation of the 
breakdown field with magnetic field recorded. Throughout the measurements, the 

. pressure of gas in t11e vessel is kept constant. The same procedure is repeated for the 
three gases kept at three different pressures and the results are plotted as curve A in 
figures 1, 2 and 3 for air, hydrogen and oxygen, tespectively. . -

sao 
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Figure I. Variation of breakdown and extinction fields of the discharge with magnetic field 
. for air. . · · 
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Figure 2. Variation of breakdown and extinction fields of the discharge with magnetic field 
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Figure 3. Variation of breakdown and extinction fields of the discharge with magnetic field 
for oxygen. 

Table 1. 

B Em Hm Hm Hm 
,_. 

(cm-1 (Vcm- 1 1JX V; p (exp) (equation (8)) (equation (17)) (exp) 
Torr-1) Torr-1) w-9 (V) (Torr) (Vcm-1) (kG) (kG) (kG) 

15 365 4.3 15 0.25 275 0.36 0.43 0.56 
13 230 3.5 12.2 0.30 345 0.58 0.64 0.94 
5.4 139 5.93 . 15.4. 0.59 190 0.88 1:1 0.46 

·-
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' For all three· gases studied, it is found that the nature ofthe variation of the break
down field E with the magnetic field ·H is similar to the variation· of the BF with gas 
pressure observed by earlier workers. AsH increases from zero, E decreases, reaches. 
a minimum Em at a magnetic field value Hm and then increases asH increases further. 
The·value.of Hm at.which the BF is minimum depends on the nature of the gas and is 
tabulated in table 1. 

Observations made at high values of H, beyond the value at which E is minimum, 
indicated the presence of another BF at a much lower E value than-given by curves A for 
the same H value. A faint glow appears in the discharge vessel, indicating the establish
ment of a self-sustained discharge at a much lower potential than given. by curves A for 

. the corresponding yal)le of H. This breakdown field is found to increase linearly as H 
increases for all three gases (curvesB, figure 1, 2 and3). The slope of the linear variation 
is tabulated in table 2. 

Table2. 

EIH 
(V cm- 1 G- 1) 

V; p_ Tl:J.eoretical.- . Experi- Theoretical Experi-
Gas (V)" f1 X 10-9 (Torr) (equation (19)) mental (equation (20)) mental 

Air 15 4.3. 0.25 0.149 0.136 0.251 0.227 
Oxygen 12.2 . 3.5 0.30 0.136 0.135 0.209 0.218 . 
Hydrogen 15,4 5.9~ 0.59 0.092 0.107· 0.0934 0.137 

When the electric field is raised to a higher value than the value given by curves B, 
it is found that.Jhe faint flow clis,appears, indicating th~ extinction of the disch~uge. This 
extinction field is also foinid to increase linearly asH increases for all thre'e gases (curves 
C, figure 1, 2 and 3). However, if theE value is again lowered to the corresponding 
value given by curve Bat co~stant H, the glow reappea~s~ The slopes of curves Care 
tabulated in table 2'for all'three gases. · · 

· :Now if th.e \.>alue.ot E: is r~ised from t&e extinction field to the field given by curves A 
for the respective H values, the self-sustained discharge is again established. This 
discharge cannot be extinguished by further raising the potential, limited in the pres~nt 
case by the miximum available potential from the high-frequency source. Instead the 
glo·w becomes intense as E is increased further; this can also be observed with the naked 
eye. 
! ·. The phenomena of two BF with one extinction field in between at high values of H 
are found to be absent at values of H lower than the value of Hat which the BF given by. 
cU:niesA is:minimum:: For'!mch values of H, only cine BF, given by curves· A, is obs'e.ived 
for the thteegases investigated. · · · · 

· In the present investigation thdrequency of the applied field w is much lower than 
the' electroh-rieutral collision frequency vc and also· the cyclotron frequency Wb of 
~lectroils even for a magnetic field-strength of a few gauss. So, the RMS value·ofthe 
high~ frequency field will be-treated as effective equivalerlt DC field (BroWn: 1956). , ' 

. The gas 'i:b: the cavity. will break down when the loss of electrons to tlie' side walls, 
mainlyby ele~tion diffusion,'is compensated by the produCtion of electr.onsby ionisation 
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due to collisions between electr:ons and neutral ato111-s and the breakdown condition 
excited by~ HF electric fiel~ can.be written as (Brown 195()) 

D -1 _ A·-2 
llj - (1) 

. r· .· 

where Jlj is the ion,isatiqn f~equency, Dis the isotropic electroil..diffusion·coefficient arid 
A is the characteristic diffusion length given by 

( (•1 . 'o 1 1) ' 
A2 =.:n!- L2 + L2 +I} 

, X y Z 

where LJ:, Ly andL~ are the length, width and height respectively ofthe discharge vessel. 
· .lNow (Allis 1956) · · · · 

~ •. 

(2) 

where f.l is the mobility coefficient of electrons and a is Townsend's first ionisation 
coefficient given by (von Engel1965) 

a= Ap exp((-Bpi E) 

wherep is the gas pressure intorrandA and Bare two constants whose values are given 
in standard texts with their respective ranges·af validity for various Elp values. Hence 
from equation '(2) the·high~frequency ionisation coefficient can be written as 

.. vi= Apf.lE exp( -Bpi E). (3) 
. . 

The effect of the magnetic field can be introduced using (he equivalent pressure concept 
of Blevin ari.d Haydon (1958). When lie is independent of.the energy of the electron, 
which is approximately true for the gases studied in the present investigation (Brown 
1956), the equivalent pressure can be written as (Grey Morgan 1965) 

Pe = p(1+ ~~~~2)1/2 . (4) 

where pis the,original g~s pressur~: The ratio.D/f.lcan be written as (Allis 1956) . - . . . ·. . . . . - ,{ ."' . 

Dlf.l = kTefe ' (5) 

wher~ Te is the ~lectron temperature and e is the electronic charge. A ~athematical 
expressio:q involving Te and Elp ha,s been dedl.!ced by von Engel (1965) and is given by 

. . . . , I 

kTJe = Lx7112(Eip) = r(Eip) (6)' 

· ~her~~= ix-1h.'; Lis· the mean free p~th ,of the electron .at a pr:essure.of.l Torr a~d xis 
th~ average energy lost by an electron in one collision. He~ce the breakdown condition 
( 1), in the presence of magnetic field, becomes · 

r-1AJ?.E exp(-Bp.JE)' =A -2EIPe· '· . (7) 
e 

·, l 

Equation (7) gives the variation ofthe breakdown potential withapplied.magnetic field. 
The values of the constants A and B. are obtained fro~.von Engel (1965);and are 

tabulated in table 1. The value of x ·'.Vas found to vary with E/p. (von Engel 1965) for 
inelastic collisions bet~een electrons and neutral at.oms. However, .~e. were unable to 
find any published work, eithe~ theoretical or ex.peri~ent~l, cop.cerning the :variatiop. of 
x with Elp for values of Elp where inelastic collis~ons. predominate. For Elp values less 
thap a few V em - 1 To:rr-_1; when el~sticcollisions predomin~te, xwas found.t9 be constant 

· and. equal to 2. mM-1 where m and M ar.e the m~sses of ~he.electronand atom respectively. 
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Assuming that X is a constant independent of Elp will lead, from equation (7), to a 
value of the magnetic field Hm at which the breakdown field E becomes minimum, Em, 
of 

(8) 

where lie = TJP, TJ being a constant. The values of TJ for the three gases studied have been 
obtained from Brown (1956) and are tabulated in table 1. Taking the experimental 
values of Em, the values of Hm are calculated and compared with the observed Hm in 
table 1. 

The diffusion of electrons is anisotropic in the presence of a magnetic field and the 
diffusion coefficients are given in the Cartesian coordinate system as (Allis 1956) 

D = D = (J) lie 

x Y 3 J{+wfi 

and 

Hence · 

Dx = /)y = D.,lci(Vc + wfi). 

Here Dx, Dy and Dz are the diffusion coefficients for diffusion of electrons along the x, 
· y :~P-8l directions respeCtively and ( J) is the square of the average random velocity of 
tlie eiectrons. · . . · · 

With anisotropic diffusion terms, the breakdown condition (1) becomes (Allis, 1956) 

~ Vc: wE ;t-(L;z + Ly-z) + ;t-L;z (9) 

for anisotropic diffusion loss of electrons. 
Since w ~ lie and w ~ Wt,, the effect of a high-frequency electric field in the presence 

of a magnetic field can be equated from an equivalent DC field given by (Brown 1956). 

Ee = E[.,lc!(.,lc + roE) 112
] (10) 

where E is ~he ~s value of the high-frequency field. Using this equivalent field expres
sion, Townsend's first ionisation coefficient is rpodified in the presence of a.magn~tic 
~~ . . . 

cxlp =A exp(- BpfEe)· 

Also 

where Vx is the electron drift velocity along the electric field: 

(e/m)[vci(Vc + wfi)]E. 

(11) 

(12) 

Von Engel (1956) obtained the relation between random velocity and the drift velocity 
of electrons along the applied electric field as 

(13) 
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Hence 
v/J? = WxfD = avxvJk(v2

) = 3ax,vJ2vx. 

Putting (10) and (11) in (14) 

vi- .a xAp ( 2 2) ( Bp (~ + %)1'2) 
D- 2 (elm)E liC + rub exp - E Vc • (15) 

Hence the breakdown condition (9) can be written as 

a xAp c-2 2) (- Bp c~ + %) 112
) 

2 (elm)E liC + Wb exp E Vc 

J; = c 17?-(L -2 + L -2) + 17?-L -2 
~+WE x y z· -(16) 

As before, assuming x as a constant, the condition at which the BF becomes minimum 
can be written as 

X y -2 p Wb - X y (L-2 + L-2 ) [ B ( 2) 112 J L-2 + L-2 
1 + (wEJ~) + Lz + 2E 1 + ~ - 1 - 1 + (wEJ~)" (17) 

A graphical solution of this equation taking the experimental values of Em yields the 
values Hm. The values of Hm for the three gases are tabulated in table 1. 

When the applied electric field is much smaller than indicated by equation (7) and 
(16) and if the magn~ti~ field is such that% v~2 ~ 1, then a great increase in the equivalent 
pressure will increase _the number of electron:-n,eutral collisions-and the presence. of a 
much lower electric field will decrease the magnitude of the average electron vel9city. 
Also, in it low applied field E, ~ m_uch ~mailer number of ~lectrons will be produced by 
collisions with neutrals. Since the electron diffusion coefficients are (Allis 1956) 

Dz = !(v2)/vc 

and 

Dx ~ Dy = Dz[1 + (w&/~)]-1 

I ' . ' 

from the:abo~e argumenfit"can be assumed that the~e is practiC~lly no loss of electrons 
to the side walls due to diffusion. Most of the electrons will remain confined in the cavity 
and the centre of the cyclotron orbit of the electron, executing an elliptical motion at the 
"frequency of the applied field, will receive energy from the applied field which is in phase 
with the field. The collisions will interrupt this motion and cause excitation and/or 
ionisation of the neutral atom. If the average energy received by the electron during one 
period of the applied field becomes just sufficient to ionise ,an atom, then after every 
period of the applied field, a fresh pair of electrons will start to receive energy from the 
field and multiply them, causing the establishment of a self-sustained discharge. 

The average drift velocity components of the electron inanE x H field configuration 
are ·cuman 1964) 

e Vc 
Vx = J; 2 E m c + ·aJii . 

Dz = 0 

where length, width and height are.taken along the x, y and z directions. r~spectively·. 
Hence for the BF given by curves B in the figures we get 

(18) 
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where T = 2:rc/ wand Vi is the ionisation potential, w being the frequency of the applied 
electric field. The BF for curves B can be written as 

E = ( ViWVc ) 
112 

Wb (19) 
2:rc(e!m) Vc 

assuming %v~2 ~ 1. 
The E against H curve from equation (19) will have a slope given by [Viw(e!m)l 

2:rcvcF12 X w-s ~hen all the quantities are given in emu. Since all the quantities are 
known, the slope can be calculated for all thr,ee gases and compared with the slopes of 
curves B observed experimentally and given in table 2. 

As the.electric field inte!Jsity in this active discharge so developed, is increased, the 
energy supplied per unit time to the plasma by the external source is eEvx and if we 
assume that almost all of this energy goes to ionisation, then the supply of energy creates 

· n new electrons per unit time where n is given by 

n = Ev)Vi 

However'· the motion along they direction causes the electrons to move away from 
the main plasma column. An av~rage displacement: of !Ly c~uses an electron. to be lost 
permanently in the side wall, and thus this electron will fail to contribute to the discharge 
current. The number of electrons that will run away from the main stream· of the 
discharge current per unit tim~ is, on average, 

n' = 2vJLr 

If the number of new electrons, n, is not lost to the side walls by the drift motion 
along they direction as mentioned above, then the electron density will grow' causing 
a density gradient. This will in turn allow electrons to be, lost by diffusion and the 
maintainance of the discharge will be a balance between diffl!sion loss artd production 
of electrons by collisions; the required voltage is given by curves A. The discharge will 
therefore be extinguished if the acting applied field is much lower than that necessary to 
sustain it. Hence the condition for extinction can be written as 

n;;;. n' 

or 
. _E;;;. 2ViwJL~llc (20) 

assuming %11~2 ~ 1. From eqQ~tion (20) the slope of the E agai.nst H ~urve is [2Vi 
(elm)! Lyvc] x 10~8 when ~11 the quantities are measured in emu. The slope is calculated 
for the three gases and compared with the slopes of curves C observed experimentally 

· in table 2. 

5. Conclusion 

There is discrepancy in magnitude between the experimental and theoretical values of 
Hm obtained either from relation (8) orfrom (17) for all three gases. However, agreement 
is better between the experimental and theoretical values given by (17) for air and 
oxygen; for hydrogen the relation (8) gives a value of Hm which is in better agreement 
with the experimental value. 

The variation of the value ofxwith the electron energy and hence with E/p, ignored 
in the present theoretical discussions, and also the uncertainty. in the accepted values of 
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A and B for the range of E/p values ofthe present experiment may partially account for 
the deviations between the experimental and theoretical values of Hm. The ranges of 
values of E/p for the validity of the values taken for A and Bin table 1 are much smaller 
than the present experimental Elp values, especially for oxygen, which are not available 
and obtained by comparing Townsend's empirical rel'ation 

alp.= A exp(- Bpi E) .. 

with the available experimentaf variatlon of cx/p with Elp for the maximum Elp value 
(equ'al to SOV cm-1 Torr"-1) (Brown 1959) .. 'However, the existence of aniirii~um BF in 
equations ·(7) and (16) indicates qualitative agreement between the theories arid the 
experimental result. If the values of A arid B for the present range ot'E!p values artd the 
exact functional dependence of X ori E/p irt the presence of a magnetic field become 
available, then both equations (7) ahd (16). are expected to give better quantitativ'e 
agreement with the experimentally observed variation of BF with magnetic fiefd (curves 
A). 
. . There is good agret'?ment in slop~ between curves B and equation (19) and between 

c.urves C and equation '(20). The smalL discrepancy observed betweeri the.th:eoretical 
and experime.Q.t.alva]ue~,of the slopes may be du~ to ~orne simplifying assumptions~!hat 
have b.een made to obtain equations (19) and (20) and also uncertainties in the energy
independent values of vc. Equations (19) and (20) indicate that even when gas pressure 
is such that neither mean free path nor the cyclotron diameter of the electron are 
comparable with the dimensions of the discharge cavity then the discharge once estab
lished can be extinguished either by increasing the electric field and keeping the magnetic 

· field const~nt or increasing the magnetic field and keepin~(the elect~ic field constant' 
provided the condition GJ5v.;-2·~ 1 is satisfied. The success ofequations (19) and (20)in 
explaining quantitatiyely the experimental observations of curves B and C justifies the 
operation of the mechanism proposed in discharges for small electric field intensities 
when %v.;-2 ;s> 1. 
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